n this paper we investigate the extent of Information Technology penetration in Power sector, taking KPCL , Karnataka Power Corporation Ltd., a premier power generating , a state owned public sector organization as an example.
INTRODUCTION
Karnataka, the eighth largest state in India. Rich in natural resources has the unique distinction of Asia's first hydro-electric power station established in 1902 at Shivasamudram on the banks of the river Cauvery. In fact Karnataka pioneering spirit in the field of power has been translated into several major milestones. Karnataka was the first to embark on Alternating Energy when Bangalore city's lighting scheme was completed. Karnataka was the first to have the longest transmission line in the world in 1902 from Shivasamudram to KGF covering a distance of 147 kms. Karnataka was also the first state in the country to conceive and set up a professionally managed corporation to plan, construct, operate and maintain power generation projects in the state, thus was the born of KPCL, Karnataka Power Corporation Ltd., [1] It has been a long, rewarding journey. A journey fraught with trials and triumphs with challenges and achievements.
Today, KPCL takes great pride in the experience it has gathered, the expertise it has developed and the skills it has honed. Especially in the planning, investigation, design, execution and effective operation of large power projects.
KPCL's Mission
The Mission of KPCL is to maximize power generation by identifying and developing opportunities in power generation while constantly upgrading technical competence and systems, developing human resources capabilities and their empowerment. Professionalism is the dominant ethos at KPCL. It strives to promote a work culture that brings out the best in its people. It is proud of its ability to attract and retain professionals of the highest caliber.
Installed Capacity
KPCL today has an installed capacity of 4995 MW of hydel, thermal and wind energy, with 4000 MW in the pipeline. The 1470 MW Raichur Thermal Power Station located in Raichur dist is accredited with ISO 14001-2004 certification for its environment protection measures. From an industry vantage point, KPCL has raised the bar on the quality of deliverables and is constantly working at lowering the cost per megawatt -a commendable cost-value equation that has become a benchmark on the national grid. KPCL's stock in trade is industry proven -well-established infrastructure & modern, progressive management concepts and a commitment to excel, helping it to meet the challenges of the rising energy demands of Karnataka. The table 1 below shows the KPCL power projects in Karnataka. [1] The leverage point of KPCL initiatives are its resource management strengths -right across planning, financing and project engineering. KPCL also has a high rating in terms of project completion and commissioning within the implementation calendar.
KPCL's Financial Management :
A Figure 1 is a closed user group (CUG) satellite based telecommunication network of KPCL which employs state-of-the-art hybrid technology. The network connects the HUB station installed at LDC , Load Dispatch Centre of KPTCL with all the VSATs installed at all major power stations in the state of Karnataka.The uniqueness of the network is the deployment of VSAT technology to establish communication at remote project places where the availability of communication infrastructure is very critical and it is difficult to depend on the regular telephones. Configuration: ShaktiNet has been implemented by using VSAT technology (Very Small Aperture Terminal) which is highly reliable and cost effective. The network supports both star and mesh configuration in Demand Assigned connectivity (DAMA technology).
The ShaktiNet consists of three major components viz,central HUB station at LDC, the satellite Insat-2C and ten remote terminals. The network operates in Extended C band using carrier frequencies of 6.725-7.025 GHz for unlinking and 4.5 Leased Line Connectivity KPCL has also established leased line connectivity to connect its different branch offices at Bangalore.
New Initiatives
Due to increased Data activities over the WAN, the bandwidth of 288 Kbps provided by Vidyuthnet (VSAT) was observed to be absolutely inadequate and KPTCL was not in a position to provide the higher bandwidth requirement of KPCL for its increased data activities over the WAN.
In order to meet the growing demands for bandwidth, it was decided to go with BSNL for the MPLS circuits which comprises of Fiber Optic Cable ring laid by them across all the District Headquarters in Karnataka and a smaller length of Copper Conductors from the Dist. HQ to the nearest telephone exchange at the desired project locations. The I P protocol architecture, or IP stack, consists of a large number of protocols, a subset of which is used on IP routers, as opposed to hosts or servers. MPLS significantly extends the capabilities of IP networks by introducing support of virtual private networks and traffic engineering, and with integration of IP routing with various layer 2 switching technologies. MPLS achieves these new capabilities by extending the IP protocol architecture, rather than replacing it.
MPLS

MPLS Technology
MPLS is a versatile solution to address the problems faced by present-day networks -speed, scalability, quality-of-service (QoS) management, and traffic engineering. It combines the speed and performance of packet-switched networks with the intelligence of circuit-switched networks to provide a best-of-breed solutions for integrating voice, video and data. Like circuit-switched networks, MPLS establishes the end-to-end connection path. Internet Connectivity VSNL is the Internet Service Provider (ISP) for KPCL for its internet connectivity. KPCL has got 2 Mbps connectivity from VSNL. Proxy server has been set up to cater internet connectivity for over 100 users.
MPLS Benefits
III SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The computer services dept., of KPCL with fully dedicated engineers and software professionals has developed and implement all the software required for its business activities and is geared to offer consultancy services in the field of software development and working. KPCL has standardized Oracle database as a back-end and Developer-2000 which consists of Forms and Reports as a front-end tools. All applications are developed using these software tools. However some of the web based applications are developed using ASP ( 
Remote Data Acquisition System using GSM Technology
The system is a GSM based data transmitter and receiver system which is capable of receiving and displaying water level data from maximum of 10 WLD (Water Level Data) transmitters through SMS over GSM network. Each transmitter's data gets time slice of 10 seconds to display data in a continuous manner. The system is over-the-air configurable with a command SMS from a GSM mobile from any where in the world.
Commands are provided to configure and communicate with the system over GSM network through SMS as well as thru computer hyper terminal.
Commands provided to set WLD transmitter IDs, to set Higher and Lower water limits for an ID, to set system for factory setting, to request for configuration parameters of the system.
Received water level data which contains ID of the WLD transmitter, Time, Date and water level either in feet or in meter is displayed on the respective displays provided. Visual and Audible alerts are provided to intimate the user if received water level goes beyond higher and lower water limits set for an ID. The system also has serial interface with the host computer for logging received water level data in computer.
Project Management
KPCL has been using Prima Vera software product for state-of-the-art project implementation and monitoring techniques. It also extensively uses CAD and CAM in design working.
IV SERVICES
Video Conferencing KPCL has established Video Conferencing facility at following projects:
• Bellary Thermal Power Station Video Conferencing services will connect the Corporate office at Bangalore to all other remote locations listed above. The VC equipments at Corporate office will have Multipoint Conferencing unit which facilitates group video conferencing from a point to possible many multipoint. The cameras used have Pan, tilt and zoom facilities connected to digital projector. These VC equipments can be connected to Video camera, PC and Visualizers so that video , powerpoint presentations and slides can be displayed respectively to other end.
Voice over Internet Protocol
VoIP technology leverages the connectionless features of TCP/IP in which packets can take different paths between end-points and all paths are shared by packets from different transmissions. Special headers are used to give voice packets priority over data.KPCL has implemented VoIP as it is cheaper than PSTN and it can save money on long distance calls
KPCL Website
KPCL has developed and hosted its own website and is available at the address www.karnatakapower.com. 
V NETWORK SECURITY
Today's employee computing environment offers access to powerful applications and downloads, which can introduce new security challenges for corporate IT. With the nature of the employee workplace becoming increasingly more interconnected and mobile, the frequency and cost of the resulting security intrusions can be high. Today's organizations face an increasing number of threats across their network -at the perimeter, across the LAN and WAN, and at endpoints. Protecting them all can result in security sprawl, an ever-increasing set of product that is hard to manage and result in inconsistent security.
Websense
Spyware applications 'spy' on user activities and relay collected information back to the originating computer. These programs are far from benign, as they are designed to scan the systems,monitor activity and relay confidential information to other computers. Once considered only an annoyance,spyware has evolved from a nuisance to a malicious threat. Preventing spyware from infiltrating an organization requires security measures at multiple points on the network, gateway and endpoint. Websense software is used in KPCL to combat this growing problem.
The Websense Solutions: Websense Web Security Suite is a leading internet security solution installed in KPCL that protects organization from spyware, malicious mobile code and phishing and pharming attacks. It also blocks spyware and keylogger backchannel communications from ever reaching their host servers. Websense Web Security Suite blocks sites that host spyware applications and are used for drive-by installations; malicious sites that exploit browser vulnerabilities or are used to post information to or from spyware and sites that host CGI mail parsers from which information captured by spyware could be extracted. Web Security Suite scans and classifies over 450 Million websites per week for malicious activity. Customer databases are then automatically updated with the new classifications. The suite identifies new threats quickly, resolving the issue and decreasing threat exposure time. Real-time security updates are available within minutes of the discovery of a new high-risk threat with no administrative intervention is required. [4] Firewalls Every PC accessing your enterprise network is a target for rapidly proliferating worms, penetration attacks, Trojan horses, spyware and other exploits. Reactive, signature-dependent technologies such as antivirus and intrusion detection can no longer be trusted to stop the newest variations of these threats. There is also a growing need within large enterprises to extend networks, applications and corporate databases. This need has resulted in large, complex networks that are hard to manage and secure. Organizations are required to deploy firewalls, VPN and intrusion prevention devices in front of each network segment to achieve comprehensive security.
Checkpoint's VPN-1 Internet Gateway: VPN-1 Power VSX is a high speed multipolicy virtualized security solution designed for largescale enterprise environments like data centers and campus networks. KPCL has installed VPN-1 from Check Point Software Technologies. VPN_1 Power VSX provides comprehensive protection to multiple networks or VLANs within complex infrastructures securely connects them to shared resources like the internet and allows each of them to interact with each other safely, while providing centralized management. [5] VPN-1 VSX is a virtualized security gateway that allows virtualized enterprises to create up to 250 virtual systems -firewall, VPN and intrusion prevention functionality within a virtual environment. Tt features:
• Virtualized security including firewall , VPN and Tntrusion prevention • Virtualized Network Environment Anti-Virus Protection System KPCL has placed worldwide renowned and reputed Trend Micro Office Scan suite , Spam protection service and Damage Cleanup services to centrally manage and control virus , worms threats.
VI CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
An overview of the TT in the KPCL organization has been provided. Tssues related to Network like VSAT, MPLS, Leased line have been outlined. Results for this TT framework, applications and services have been identified.
Experience of the above computerization shows that availability of the bandwidth in VSAT technology is limited compared to MPLS technology. However the guaranteed uptime of the VSAT network is considerably high compared to MPLS as the last mile is still on the copper cable that tends to breakdown frequently. Otherwise the applications and services that can be catered on MPLS are of significant importance over VSAT because of the high bandwidth availability in MPLS.
Hence future work with KPCL is to find a solution to the last mile problem in MPLS to address the issue relating to breakdown of the network and to make it high uptime. The right TT solutions can help to lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and increase Return On Tnvestment (RoT). KPCL has set for itself very high standards and firmly believes that -Tt is not the TT Tnfrastructure of a few crores that needs to be managed but the business that gets transacted over the network that needs to be managed -
